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Abstract� In this paper� a new rate�based switch mechanism is pro�
posed for �ow control of ABR tra�c� By making use of the most up�
to�date information from both the upstream and the downstream paths�
the current bottleneck of the VC can quickly be found� The bandwidth
allocation for di�erent VCs can then be adjusted by using this new bottle�
neck information to achieve max�min fairness allocation ��	� We compare
the proposed scheme to CAPC �
	 and ERICA ��	� Simulation results
showed that the transient response times of the sources are signi�cantly
reduced in the proposed scheme� Furthermore� the peak queue lengths
of the switches are generally smaller�

� Introduction

One of the challenges in developing Asynchronous Transfer Mode �ATM� is
the support of connectionless tra�c because connection�oriented ATM networks
need to establish a connection before data can be transferred� Bandwidth ne�
gotiation is necessary such that appropriate resources can be allocated to the
tra�c to satisfy the user�s declared Quality of Service �QoS�� However� lacking
of the prior knowledge of the characteristics of the connectionless tra�c makes
it very di�cult to decide when and how much resources should be allocated� It
is suggested that this kind of tra�c should be supported by the Available Bit
Rate �ABR� service� ABR tra�c is used to �ll in the bandwidth slack left by
the scheduled tra�c that has bandwidth and QoS guaranteed �	� 
��

Two �ow control schemes for ABR tra�c were under active discussion in
ATM Forum ��� They are credit�based �ow control scheme �
� and rate�based
�ow control scheme ���� After a prolong discussion� the tra�c management group
eventually adopted the rate�based approach� Since then� the original rate�based
proposal was extensively modi�ed ���� Among the di�erent approaches for rate�
based �ow control� the explicit rate �ER� approach requires the source to gen�
erate periodically resource management �RM� cells which traverse the path of
the connection and eventually return back to the source� The switches along the
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path as well as the destination can use the ER �eld in the RM cells to carry con�
gestion information about the path so that bandwidth allocation at the switches
can be carried out� Upon receiving the RM cells� the source can then adjust its
transmission rate based on the ER value in the received RM cells� Many of the
proposed switch algorithms aim to achieve the max�min fairness allocation ���� a
fairness criterion considered by ATM Forum� In this paper� a new switch mech�
anism which aims to rapidly achieve max�min fairness allocation is proposed� It
is shown through simulations that the proposed scheme can signi�cantly reduce
both the transient response times of the sources and the peak queue lengths at
the switches� In addition� the scheme is very simple and does not require any
special parameters to be set�

The organization of the paper is as follows� In Section �� two switch mecha�
nisms previously proposed in ATM Forum are presented� In Section �� a detailed
description of the proposed scheme is given� Section 	 discusses the simulation
results of both the transient response times of the sources and the peak queue
lengths of the switches� Section 
 concludes the paper�

� Previously Proposed Switch Mechanisms

��� Congestion Avoidance using Proportional Control �CAPC�

The basic idea of the Congestion Avoidance using Proportional Control �CAPC�
��� is to select a target rate� R�� at which the switch should operate� To achieve
this� proportional feedback control is used along with the explicit rate approach�

The total input rate to the switch� Rate� is measured �rst� The rate adjust�
ment factor� delta� is calculated as�

delta � ��Rate�R� ���

If delta is greater than �� the explicit rate for the switch� ERS� is increased as
follows�

ERS � ERS �min�ERU� � � delta �Rup�� ���

where ERU is the maximum increase of ERS �typically ��
� and Rup is the
proportional constant for rate increase �typically ����
 to ������ Otherwise� ERS
is reduced as follows�

ERS � ERS �max�ERF� � � delta �Rdn�� ���

where ERF is the minimum decrease of ERS �typically ��
� and Rdn is the
proportional constant for rate decrease �typically ��� to �����

When the switch receives a backward RM cell� the Explicit Rate �ER� �eld
of the RM cell is updated to the minimum of the current value in the ER �eld
and ERS� In addition� CAPC also marks the Congestion Indication �CI� bit
of the backward RM cells when the queue length exceeds a threshold� When
the source receives a RM cell� its allowed cell rate� ACR� is increased by the
value of Additive Increase Rate �AIR� only if the value of CI is equal to zero



���� Furthermore� the �nal value of ACR is always set to the minimum of the
current ACR� the peak cell rate �PCR�� and the value of the ER �eld in the
last received RM cell�

This scheme has several problems� First of all� the scheme requires the setting
of many parameters� Incorrect setting of these parameters may lead to perfor�
mance degradation� In addition� the use of queue length as overload indicator
may lead to unfairness ���� The scheme may also result in unnecessary oscillations
����

��� Explicit Rate Indication for Congestion Avoidance �ERICA�

Instead of using queue length as the overload indicator� Explicit Rate Indication
for Congestion Avoidance �ERICA� ��� uses the queue growth rate as the overload
indicator� The switch measures the time T for N cell arrivals� If the available
capacity of the link is C cells per second and the target utilization is U � the
overload factor can be computed as follows�

Overload Factor � N��T � U �C� �	�

At the end of the measurement interval of N cell arrivals� the switch computes
the overload factor and informs all the VCs passing through it to adjust their
rates according to the overload factor� The scheme also takes fairness into con�
sideration and is achieved by ensuring that every VC gets at least a fair share
of bandwidth� FS� which is computed as follows�

FS � Target Cell Rate�Number of Active V C� �
�

where Target Cell Rate � U � C� The number of active VC is the number of
distinct VCs that were seen transmitting during the last measurement interval
of N cell arrivals�

By combining the two factors� the switch�s recommended ER value for VC i
can be computed as�

ERS�i� � max�FS�CCR�i��Overload Factor�� ��

where CCR�i� is the current cell rate of VC i� which can be obtained from the
most recently received RM cell of VC i�

When a backward RM cell of VC i is received at the switch� the switch �rst
computes ERS�i� and then updates the ER �eld of the RM cell to the minimum
of the current value in the ER �eld and the computed ERS�i�� When the source
receives a returning RM cell� its ACR is always set to the value of ER in the
received RM cell�



� Proposed Max�Min Scheme

The proposed scheme operates as follow� Each switch maintains an information
table for all active VCs that pass through it �e�g�� see Table ��� VCI denotes the
VC identi�er� ER f and ER b respectively denote the ER value of the most
recent RM cell received in the forward and the backward directions� CA is the
current allocation for the VC at the switch� Constrained is a boolean variable�
When it is �� the connection is a constrained one ���� and cannot achieve its fair
share of bandwidth at this node because of the constraints imposed by its PCR
or by the limited amount of bandwidth available at other nodes along its path�
Similarly� when constrained � �� this implies the bandwidth of the connection
is only limited by the bandwidth available at the considered node� Denote N
as the total number of active connections and M as the number of constrained
connections at the switch� The number of active VC is the number of distinct
VCs that were seen transmitting during the last measurement interval of N cell
arrivals� as in ERICA ����

Table �� Information Table at the switch

VCI ER f ER b CA constrained

x f� b� c� ���
y f
 b
 c
 ���

When a RM cell is generated by the source� its ER �eld is set to Peak Cell
Rate �PCR� as depicted in Figure �� When the switch receives a forward RM
cell of VC j with ER �eld equal to ER RM � the switch will do the following�

i� IF ER RM � ER f�j� THEN GOTO step ix
ii� ER f�j� � ER RM

iii� IF min�ER f�j�� ER b�j�� � CA�j� THEN
constrained�j� � � and CA�j� � min�ER f�j�� ER b�j��
ELSE
constrained�j� � �

iv� For all unconstrained connections i� let CA�i� � �� where

� �
Available Bandwidth�

P
constrained connection

CA�k�

N �M
���

v� changed � �
vi� For all unconstrained connections i

IF min�ER f�i�� ER b�i�� � � THEN
constrained�i� � �� CA�i� � min�ER f�i�� ER b�i�� and changed �
�



vii� For all constrained connections k
IF min�ER f�k�� ER b�k�� � � THEN
constrained�k� � � and changed � �

viii� IF changed � � GOTO step iv
ix� END

Source

ER = PCR ER=ER1 ER=ER2 ER=ER3

direction of movement RM cell

Switch Destination

ER=ER4ER=ER5ER=ER6ER=ER7

Fig� �� Flow of RM cells

The algorithmworks as follows�When a forward RM cell withER � ER RM
for VC j arrives at the switch� the switch checks whether ER f�j� is equal to
ER RM � If they are equal �step i�� nothing needs to be done for this RM cell�
Otherwise� ER f�j� is set to ER RM �step ii�� If the minimum of the new
ER f�j� and ER b�j� is less than CA�j�� this implies that the bottleneck of VC
j is elsewhere along its path� Therefore� CA�j� is reduced to the minimum of
ER f�j� and ER b�j�� and constrained is set to �� Otherwise� constrained is
set to � �step iii�� For all unconstrained connections i� CA�i� is updated to �
�step iv� as in ���� Here� � is the new current allocation for all unconstrained
connections and CA�k� is the current allocation for constrained connection k�
For all unconstrained connections i� � is compared to the minimum of ER f�i�
and ER b�i� �step vi�� If � is larger� constrained�i� is set to � and CA�i� is set to
the minimumof ER f�i� and ER b�i�� It is because if � is larger� the bottleneck
is in fact elsewhere and thus the connection should be classi�ed as a constrained
one� The change in � is due to either the change in the available bandwidth at
some switch or the change in the number of active VCs in the network� Similarly�
if the minimum of ER f�k� and ER b�k� is larger than � for some constrained
connection k �i�e�� the bottleneck for the VC is not elsewhere but at the current
switch�� constrained is then set to � �step vii�� If changed � � after steps vi
and vii� further calculation of � is necessary because of the change of some VC�s
constrained status� Therefore� steps iv to viii are repeated until changed is � at
the end of step vii� It is shown in ��
� that the max�min calculation requires at
most two iterations to converge�

The update of the ER �eld is now discussed� As depicted in Figure �� let
ER� be the ER value in the RM cell when arrived at the switch and CA be the
newly computed current allocation for the VC at the switch� The new ER value
for the outgoing RM cell� ER�� is simply set to CA since the computation of
CA in the algorithm has already taken both fairness and bottleneck information
into account�

When the RM cell reaches the destination� it is turned around by the desti�



nation and the ER value of the returning RM cell is reset to the minimum of
PCR and the destination�s supported rate �i�e�� ER	 in Figure ��� The resetting
of the ER value at the destination is important since it permits the independent
�ows of upstream and downstream congestion information via the RM cells to
the switches� By making use of the most up�to�date congestion information from
both the upstream and the downstream paths� the switches can know of the
current bottleneck of the VC more quickly so that better bandwidth allocation
can be performed�

When a backward RM cell is received at a switch� similar procedures as above
are done except that ER f�j� is replaced by ER b�j� in steps i and ii� When the
source receives the RM cell� it will set its ACR to the ER value in the received
RM cell �i�e�� ER� in Figure ���

When either the number of active VC or the available bandwidth at the
switch changes� steps iv to viii of the above pseudocode must also be executed
in order to determine the new allocation� When a VC is terminated� its entry in
the information table at each of the switches involved must be deleted� On the
other hand� when a new VC is established� a new row needs to be created in the
information table at each of the switches involved� The initial values of ER f
and ER b are set to PCR while the initial constrained status is set to �� The
values of CAs for all VCs passing through the switches are recomputed using
steps iv to viii of the above pseudocode�

In summary� by resetting the ER �eld of the RM cells at the destination�
the proposed scheme can signi�cantly reduce the response times of the sources
because the new congestion information carried by the forward RM cells can
immediately be used at the switch to calculate the new CAs� which are then
quickly carried back to the sources by the backward RM cells� With this� the
sources can adjust to the max�min fairness allocation in much shorter times�

� Performance of Max�Min scheme

Figure � shows the simulation model ���� which is implemented by using the
simulation package BONeS ����� In this network� there are two multi�hop VCs
�VC� and VC	� while the remaining VCs are single�hop� The source end system
�SES� behavior is based on �	�� However� since no NI �eld is used in CAPC� the
operation based on NI in the SES is disabled� Similarly� since no NI and CI
�elds are used in ERICA and the proposed scheme� the SES is modi�ed such
that the operations based on NI and CI are not carried out�

��� Simulation Settings

The values of the common parameters for the SES �	� are shown in Table ��
The one�way propagation delay between the source�destination and its attached
switch is 
�s while the one�way propagation delay between two switches is 
��s
�as suggested in ���� for LAN separation�� The sources we used are staggered
one �i�e�� the sources become active one by one�� VC� starts at �ms� Ten starting
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Fig� �� Simulation Model

times are tested for each subsequently active VC� The mean time of becoming
active for VC�� VC�� VC	 and VC
 are 
ms� ��ms� �
ms and ��ms� respectively�
The ten starting times are equally spaced and cover an interval of width equal
to Nrm cell times of the previously started VC� The reason is to take into
account of the di�erent arrival times of the RM cells� The sources remain active
after startup until the end of simulation� Each switch attempts to fully utilize
the total available bandwidth �e�g�� �
�Mbps for switch ��� Di�erent initial cell
rates� ICRs� are used for comparison� The values of the parameters used in
CAPC are based on ��	� and are shown in Table �� For ERICA� the counting
interval N is �� cells ����

Table �� Setting of Common Parameters for SES

PCR MCR Nrm RDF TOF

���Mbps PCR����� �
 ��
� 


Table �� Setting of Parameters for CAPC

AIR Rup Rdn ERU ERF interval Qthreshold

PCR ��
� ��� ��� ��� �ms ��� cells

��� Performance Comparison

Table 	 shows the max�min fairness allocation for di�erent sources at di�erent
times� The values of ACR for the di�erent VCs are shown in Figures ��
 when
the VCs become active one by one� Figure � shows the values of ACR for CAPC
for three di�erent values of ICR� The �gures show that� for most cases� the
ACRs of the VCs cannot converge to the steady�state values before the next
VC becomes active� After all �ve VCs are active� it takes approximately �
 to
��ms for the VCs to achieve the max�min fairness allocation� The scheme has
the longest response time when compared to the other two schemes�



Table �� Max�Min fairness allocation at di�erent times

ACR� ACR� ACR� ACR� ACR�

when VC� is active �� N�A N�A N�A N�A
when VC
 is active 
� 
� N�A N�A N�A
when VC� is active 
� 
� �
� N�A N�A
when VC� is active 
� 
� �
�� �
�� N�A
when VC� is active 
� 
� �� �� ��
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Fig� �� ACR adjustment using CAPC under di�erent ICRs

Figure 	 shows the values of ACR for ERICA under three di�erent ICRs�
It shows that the response times of the sources in ERICA are better than those
in CAPC� However� ERICA sometimes cannot converge to the max�min fairness
allocation �e�g�� in Figure 	 after VC	 becomes active in the interval between �

and ��ms�� According to the max�min fairness allocation� after VC	 becomes
active� ACRs for VCs �� � and 	 should be �
Mbps� ��
Mbps and ��
Mbps
respectively�

The convergence problem of ERICA can be explained as follows� Before VC	
becomes active� ACRs for VCs � and � are �
Mbps and ��
Mbps� respectively�
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Fig� �� ACR adjustment using ERICA under di�erent ICRs

This means VCs � and � can fully utilise the output link of switch � �Figure ���
Therefore� once VC	 becomes active at �
ms� the overload factor at switch � is
over �� For the case of ICR � ���PCR �i�e�� ACR for VC	 is ��Mbps at �
ms��
only ACR for VC� is reduced because �i� ACR for VC	 is allowed to increase to
at least 
�Mbps� which is the fair share value suggested by �
�� and �ii� since the
bottleneck for VC� is at switch �� ACR for VC� is thus maintained at �
Mbps�
Therefore� the overload factor at switch � continues to be above � since only
ACR for VC� is reduced� The reduction ends when ACR for VC� drops to
�
Mbps and ACR for VC	 increases to 
�Mbps� For the case of ICR � PCR�
ACRs for VCs �� � and 	 should all be decreased since the overload factor at
switch � is over �� However� since the bottleneck for VC� is at switch �� ACR for
VC� is maintained at �
Mbps� Moreover� ACR for VC�� a single�hop connection�
decreases faster than that for VC	 because VC� reacts faster to network feedback
����� ACR for VC� continues to decrease until it reaches 
�Mbps �the fair share
allocation� and ACR for VC	 is reduced to �
Mbps� At that time� the overload
factor becomes one and steady state is achieved�

For the proposed scheme� max�min fairness allocation is always achieved
and the response times of the sources are the shortest among the three schemes
examined in this paper �see Figure 
�� Moreover� the performance of the proposed
scheme is independent of ICR and is approximately the same for the di�erent



cases of ICRs� Since the response times of the sources in CAPC are much larger
than those in ERICA� our comparison will focus only between ERICA and our
proposed scheme� In addition� since ERICA cannot achieve max�min fairness
allocation for ICR � ���PCR and ICR � PCR in certain time intervals� we
compare only for the case of ICR � ��
PCR�
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Fig� �� ACR adjustment using Max�Min Scheme under di�erent ICRs

Tables 
 and  show the transient response times of the sources for the case of
ICR � ��
PCR for ERICA and the proposed scheme� respectively� They show
that the response times of our scheme are much faster than that of ERICA�

In Table �� the peak queue lengths at di�erent switches for the two schemes
are shown� It shows that a signi�cant reduction in peak queue length is achieved
by the proposed scheme� Small queue length is important for local area networks
�LANs� because the bu�er size of LAN switch is usually small� Better control
of queue length can reduce the number of cell loss and therefore minimizes the
performance degradation due to cell loss�



Table �� Transient Response Time in �s for ERICA

ACR� ACR� ACR� ACR� ACR�

when VC� is active ����� N�A N�A N�A N�A
when VC
 is active ������
���� ���������� N�A N�A N�A
when VC� is active ��� ��� 
�����
��� N�A N�A
when VC� is active ��� ��� 
����������� 
��������� N�A
when VC� is active ��� ��� ��������
�� �����������
 ����������

Table �� Transient Response Time in �s for Max�Min Scheme

ACR� ACR� ACR� ACR� ACR�

when VC� is active ����� N�A N�A N�A N�A
when VC
 is active ���
����� �������� N�A N�A N�A
when VC� is active ��� ��� �
��� N�A N�A
when VC� is active ��� ��� ���
��� ��������� N�A
when VC� is active ��� ��� �

������� 

�������� ����
���


Table �� Comparison of Peak Queue Lengths in cells

Switch � Switch � Switch � Switch �

ERICA ����� �����
�� 
�� ���
����
Max�Min Scheme ������� 

������ 
�� 
������

� Conclusion

A new switch mechanism that can quickly achieve the max�min fairness alloca�
tion is proposed� Max�min fairness is the fairness criterion considered by ATM
Forum� In addition to always achieving the max�min fairness allocation� the
proposed scheme also has several other advantages over the previously proposed
schemes� One is the signi�cant reduction of the transient response times of the
sources� Another is the reduction of peak queue lengths at the switches� Fur�
thermore� the proposed scheme is very simple and does not require any special
parameters to be set� Therefore� the performance will not be degraded due to
the improper setting of parameters�
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